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Worked on transitioning main product from AngularJS to
React writing in typescript and using node.js as proxy. In the
process I also utilized libraries such as RXJS with Redux for
sync/async state management, and react router to maintain a
seamless single page application experience. 
Wrote a node.js app that can generate an html-based pdf
document using values that are dynamically sent from the
server side following a user interaction.
Built upon a new React mobile-web application that utilizes
the tailwind and styled components libraries as well as the
commonly used react router and redux.

Frontend Developer
Seegnal
February 2022 - Present (11 months)

WORK EXPERIENCE 

OZ HERSHCO
FULLSTACK DEVELOPER

PROGRAM LANGUAGES

HTML - CSS - SCSS -  JavaScript -
TypeScript - C# - Dart

LANGUAGES

Hebrew | Native
English | Fluent
Portuguese | Basic

LIBRARIES/FRAMEWORKS

ReactJS - React Native - Redux
RXJS - React-Router - Tailwind -
Styled Components - .NET -
Node.js - Firebase - Puppeteer

Developed from scratch and maintained several platforms,
using knowledge and experience of HTML, JS, React, CSS, SCSS,
React Router and Firebase.

Fullstack Developer
Payoneer
January 2018-2020 (2 Years)

EDUCATION HISTORY

Designed and developed a gamified app that utilizes articles
and video API by filtering down learning material based on
user learning preference. Made with HTML, CSS, JS, C#, SQL.
Designed and developed a web-game that allows users to
create a game with custom content or practice their
knowledge with an existing game someone else made.  Made
with HTML, CSS, JS, C#, ASP .NET, SQL and Adobe Animate.
Designed and developed a learning-oriented website that acts
as a purchase guide. Made this with HTML, CSS and JS.

Bachelor of Instructional Design
Institution: HIT
Year of Graduation: 2019

Highschool Diploma
Institution: Aloney Yitzhak
Year of Graduation: 2009

EXTRA WORK EXPERIENCE

I started my career as a support center agent, continued as a
shift supervisor, led 2 teams for 4 years(chats and social
media) and finally worked as the department’s project
manager from 2017 and until 2022.

Support Agent, Team Leader, Project Manager
Payoneer
November 2012 - February 2022 (9 Years, 4 months)


